The position of premature termination codons in the hepatocyte nuclear factor -1 beta gene determines susceptibility to nonsense-mediated decay.
The nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) pathway is an mRNA surveillance mechanism that detects and degrades transcripts containing premature termination codons. The position of a truncating mutation can govern the resulting phenotype as mutations in the last exon evade NMD. In this study we investigated the susceptibility to NMD of six truncating HNF-1beta mutations by allele-specific quantitative real-time PCR using transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines. Four of six mutations (R181X, Q243fsdelC, P328L329fsdelCCTCT and A373fsdel29) showed evidence of NMD with levels of mutant transcript at 71% (p=0.009), 24% (p=0.008), 22% (p=0.008) and 3% (p=0.016) of the wild-type allele respectively. Comparable results were derived from lymphoblastoid cells and renal tubule cells isolated from a patient's overnight urine confirming that cell lines provide a good model for mRNA analysis. Two mutations (H69fsdelAC and P159fsdelT) produced transcripts unexpectedly immune to NMD. We conclude that truncating mutant transcripts of the HNF-1beta gene do not conform to the known rules governing NMD susceptibility, but instead demonstrate a previously unreported 5' to 3' polarity. We hypothesise that this may be due to reinitiation of translation downstream of the premature termination codon. Our study suggests that reinitiation of translation may be an important mechanism in the evasion of NMD, but that other factors such as the distance from the native initiation codon may also play a part.